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Doubts about the validity of the species name Hipparchia hermione (Linnaeus, 1764),
it being associated with the two species Hipparchia alcyone ([Denis & Schiffermüller], 1775) and
Hipparchia genava (Fruhstorfer, 1908) following the designation of a lectotype by Kudrna (1977)
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae, Satyrinae)
- First part David Jutzeler

Preface: In 1977, Otakar Kudrna (*1939-†2021, obituary see Balletto and Leigheb, 2021) published his “Revision of the Genus
Hipparchia”, where he classified all the known species and forms of this genus according to characters of wings, androconia, male genital
armatures and further subjective criteria. Until today, Kudrna’s study is considered as the guideline of systematics of the genus Hipparchia.
He selected there a lectotype specimen of a Rock Grayling male in the Linnaean collection. “Hipparchia hermione Linnaeus, 1764” is
therefore, at the moment, the technically correct name to identify the species. The “International Commission of Zoological Nomenclature”
(ICZN) has nothing to add at this point; it only comments on cases submitted to it in the Bulletin of Zoological Nomenclature. Within the
meaning of the present study and in accordance with Verity (1913), this damaged specimen without abdomen represents the same
species as Ignaz Schiffermüller – allegedly the only author of the Vienna directory (see Kudrna and B., 2005, p. 5) – has described
under H. alcyone from the Vienna region by referring to a coloured copper engraving published by Rösel von Rosenhof (1755).
Kudrna’s “Revision” became the starting point of an extended scientific research activity during my free time containing, as a
matter of priority, the examination of problem cases of systematics by checking the preimaginal characters of many rearing series from
different sites. It turned out that a number of classifications proposed by Kudrna (1977) had to be reassessed as soon as characters of
the pre-imaginal stages were available. The most complex case I have verified concerned the third European Grayling species which
Leraut (1990) introduced under the name of Hipparchia genava (Fruhstorfer, 1908). Kudrna (1977) failed to separate this species
from H. alcyone (D. & S., 1775). Throughout his life, he never agreed with Leraut’s opinion. In recent years, Kudrna had hoped that
genetic examinations would make redundant every rearing attempt by amateur lepidopterists and furnish the proof that his opinion was
the correct one. Since he never undertook any rearing experiments, his systematics were based only on prepared imagines being housed
in museum collections. He saw himself as a person with the competency to decide within a few minutes upon complex questions of
taxonomy and ignored completely the assessments of others.
For verifying the effective rank of H. genava, I had to examine also the two most closely related species: Hipparchia fagi and H.
alcyone by rearing them all ex ovo with material from several widely spaced sites. Already on finalising my rearing work of this group,
it became apparent that Leraut (1990) had been on the absolutely right path by accepting a third Grayling species, within this group.
For the first time, I published the results of my rearing attempts between 2002 and 2006 in several articles in the quarterly bulletin
Linneana Belgica and I readily provided information on this case to interested colleagues. Over time only, I realized that the Rock
Grayling I knew from the volume on butterflies (Diurna) by Forster and Wohlfahrt (1955) as from the guides by Higgins and Riley
(1970-84) under the name of H. alcyone had become H. hermione, because of the lectotype designation by Kudrna (1977). A stony
path was in front of me to substantiate the factual correctness of the view taken by Leraut (1990). Complex clarifications by Peter
Russell furnished well-founded arguments on the complex scientific issue why the use of the name “hermione Linnaeus, 1764” should
be rejected for the Rock Grayling previously known as H. alcyone.

History of the Grayling problem
Problems with identification the “Valais Rock
Grayling”: As one of the promotors of the Swiss
standard work “Tagfalter und ihre Lebensräume”
(Lepidopterologen-Arbeitsgruppe, 1987), I was
involved as a photographer of 750 colour photographs
being published there, but also as a scientific editor
and revisor of species descriptions. Already before
this commitment, I had recognized that the Grayling
present in the central Valais pine forest zone above
Ausserberg could not be identified with the help of
the figures being available at that time in the guides
by Forster and Wohlfahrt (1955) and Higgins and
Riley (German edition of 1978). Its wingspan did not
match with that of the “Tree Grayling” (H. fagi) or
with that of the Rock Grayling (named H. aelia and

H. alcyone in these works) figured in these guides
nor was the design on the hindwing-underside in
accordance with that of either of these two species.
The authors of “Tagfalter und ihre Lebensräume” (L.A., 1987) were not aware of these differences in wing
morphology. Finally, the Valais Grayling was treated
there as Rock Grayling under the name of Hipparchia
alcyone (D. & S., 1775) and juxtaposed to the Tree
Grayling (H. fagi), species known in Switzerland
mainly from the Jurassic chain and the Tessin.
Leraut (1990) enables the identification of
the “Valais Rock Grayling”: The forementioned
problem of identification began to be solved when
the article “Contribution à l’étude des Satyrinae de
France” by Patrice Leraut (1990) in the bulletin
Entomologica Gallica was published. On individuals
of the alleged Rock Grayling from the French Alps

and from the Pyrenees, Leraut established different
numbers of rods on their Jullien’s organ. He concluded
the existence of two species and designated one of
them as Hipparchia alcyone (D. & S.) and the other,
following the study by Fruhstorfer (1908, 1910), as
Hipparchia genava Fruhst. It was clear to me that
the Grayling observed by myself above Ausserberg
was Hipparchia genava. The idea was born to check
the characters of pre-imaginal stages of the two
presumed species by rearing them and to search for
stable characteristics in order to get a confirmation
of the species diversity but also for obtaining reared
imagines with uncontested identity to enable the
determination of species-specific characters for
distinguishing more easily between the imagines of
the two species.
Rearing Grayling series on the balcony: the
above-mentioned study by Leraut furnished the
initial idea of all my rearing experiments carried out
with several taxa of the Grayling group (alcyone,
genava, fagi and syriaca). The examined series came
from a total of 9 countries. Many of the required series
of ova were contributed by colleagues and specialists
who had received by post a cage with my instructions.
The evaluation of the rearing series followed in the
period from 2001-2006 in Linneana Belgica and was
distributed over several articles. Approximately 100
imagines of H. alcyone and 100 of H. genava resulted
from the rearing series, of which examination was
a great interest to me. All the emerged individuals
furnished useful distinctive features regarding the
shape and design of wings. A particular difficulty to
determine the characters of wing design of diagnostic
valour concerned the high individual variation of all
the individuals of the whole Grayling group.
Swiss institutions and “Lepiforum” adopt the
model proposed by Leraut (1990): After editing my
studies in Linneana Belgica, some Swiss colleagues
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asked my opinion to the question whether the Rock
Grayling represents in fact two species as it was
claimed by Leraut (1990). I confirmed this finding.
Both, the “Centre suisse de cartographie de la faune“
(CSCF) and the Biodiversity Monitoring Switzerland
(BDM) accepted afterwards the species of the Grayling
group in accordance with Leraut. Since then, the
“Swiss Rock Grayling” with local populations in
the Valais and the Jurassic chain is recorded always
as Hipparchia genava by all the biologists working
for these institutions. Every Swiss lepidopterist
knows meanwhile that the Rock Grayling occurring
in Germany and in the surroundings of Vienna:
Hipparchia alcyone D. & S., is not indigenous to
Switzerland. By the way, Leraut’s model has been
applied also by the well-known German Internet
platform “Lepiforum” but not so by the Finnish
platform “funet.fi” where the Valais Grayling is called
H. hermione genava.
Leraut’s model in the book “La Vie des
Papillons” (Lafranchis et al. 2015): In 2010,
the French lepidopterist Tristan Lafranchis who
accompanied scientifically and linguistically many
of my approx. 50 contributions in the Belgian journal
Linneana Belgica asked for my assistance with his
book project “La Vie des Papillons”, comprising
some 750 pages. This cooperation turned out to be
a unique opportunity to include my research findings
from the examination of a multitude of documented
rearing experiments of many species including those
of individuals from the genera Melitaea and Erebia
and opened the opportunity to present the species
Hipparchia genava introduced by Leraut to a
wider audience. Coincidentally Tristan Lafranchis
examined the situation of distribution of alcyone and
genava in southern France and presented the results
on distribution maps, both on his website and in his
book.
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Figs. 1-2. Research station on D. Jutzeler’s balcony in February 2003 when the rearing programme with the species of the
Grayling group still was ongoing. 1. Altogether 18 pots with diameter of 22 cm could be placed inside the heatable greenhouse
construction lying on a clapboard. 2. Pots on 10.05.2015 being planted with different host-plants for rearing simultaneously
several butterfly species for the book “La Vie des Papillons” (Lafranchis et al. 2015): Boloria selene, Brenthis ino, Erebia
meolans, Melitaea didyma, Minois dryas, Satyrus ferula, Boloria titania and Erebia aethiops. If caterpillars tended to escape
or if the emergence of imagines was expected, the transparent cylinder made from Petglass (traded as Guttagliss) could be
closed with a transparent netting for curtains with 1 mm mashes. The pot in the middle without a netting is planted with
Festuca ovina for rearing Satyrinae such as the three Graylings. Photographs David Jutzeler
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Overall
presentation
in
Entomologica
romanica: Already in the time before the book project
with T. Lafranchis, I wanted to provide an overall
display of the Grayling problem. When I visited the
comprehensive butterfly collection of the “Zoölogisch
Museum Amsterdam” (nowadays housed in Leiden)
during the years after the millennium, I reviewed and
rearranged there all the drawers containing Grayling
specimens and I separated the abdomens of about 60
individuals bringing them to my friend Guido Volpe
in Castel Volturno (Campania) who prepared and
photographed the genitalia. For a long time, this result
remained without evaluation. Prof. László Rákosy
from the Babeș-Bolyai University (Cluj, Romania)
enabled me to publish the results in the peer-reviewed
bulletin Entomologica romanica. Following his
instructions, the amended article was provided to the
author as a pdf prior to publication. I examined the
Grayling specimens in the following Museums: Bad
Dürkheim (Pfalzmuseum), Frankfurt (Senckenberg),
Karlsruhe (SMNK), Strasbourg (MHNS), Genoa
(Museo Giacomo Doria), Münchenstein (collection
of the Entomological Society of Basel) and British
Museum of Natural History (BMNH) in London.
The distribution resulting from the sites indicated
on the labels of all the examined preparations in the
collections of the museums visited, comprising also
that of Fruhstorfer’s type material of genava in
the collection of the BMNH, matched perfectly with
the distribution of the species alcyone and genava
resulting from my extended rearing program carried
out from 1999-2006 on my balcony. In spring 2017,
the pdf file of the precursor version of this study in
Entomologica romanica was ready for transmission to
interested colleagues, specialists and institutes. On the
occasion of a lively, subsequent exchange of opinions
on the Internet between interested entomologists
and Gerardo Lamas of the ICZN-Commission, my
article achieved much recognition and approval by a
majority of participants.
Violent rejection by Kudrna: About three months
after transmission the link of the precursor study,
Kudrna surprisingly complained that he couldn’t
find this link and asked me for a copy. Shocked by
the fact that a peer-reviewed journal was about to
allow the publication of my manuscript, he made
first serious threats against myself and, afterwards,
against the editor responsible, causing the manuscript
to be rejected for publication. In the manuscript, I
illustrated Kudrna’s errors by reproducing some
of his figures illustrating “Hipparchia hermione
Linnaeus, 1764” in his “Revision”. I established that
the genital armature fig. 87 (Digne) and the Jullien
organ fig. 86 (Aspromonte) shown there belonged to
H. genava. However, there was no specimen figured
in his “Revision” representing H. genava. Kudrna
interpreted my action as a copyright infringement thus
intending to prosecute the responsible editor in Cluj.
He argued that a university publication is obliged
to apply the species names with official validity. In

a first response, L. Rákosy expected me to rename
Hipparchia alcyone and H. genava to Hipparchia
hermione hermione and Hipparchia hermione genava
in order to satisfy Kudrna’s view. By applying these
names, I would have denied however the specificity
of H. genava and H. alcyone under acceptance of an
increasing chaos with Kudrna’s hermione.
Higgins and Riley (1978) refused Kudrna’s
“hermione Linnaeus, 1764”: There is no doubt that
Leraut (1990) knew of Kudrna’s “Revision” but his
refusal to use the name hermione instead of alcyone
may be related to Higgins and Riley, publishers from
1970 to 1984 of the popular field guides, with issues
in several languages. In an article published in 1978
in “Entomologist’s Gazette”, the two authors argued
against the reuse of the name hermione to replace now
the recognized and frequently used name H. alcyone.
Their wording: «On page 27 of his “Revision”,
Kudrna (1977) purports to designate as lectotype
of “hermione Linnaeus, 1764” a specimen in the
Linnaean collection in London. This designation is
surely invalid as there is no evidence to suggest that
the specimen in question was ever in the collection of
Queen Ulrica, as it must have been, in order to satisfy
the condition of Article 74 of the International Code
of Zoological Nomenclature that governs the selection
of lectotypes. The action should be ignored». There
is no doubt that Kudrna affronted the two London
specialists naming the species in their guides H.
alcyone since 1970, the correct and valid species
name at that time according to Hemming (1960). Even
in all their subsequent editions of their guide, Higgins
and Riley continued to use this name, considering
the renaming as unfounded. By the way, the name of
alcyone was used also in the guides by Tolman and
Lewington (1997 and 2008).
Even the British lepidopterist Peter Russell
considers the original specimen used by Linnaeus
to describe “Papilio hermione” as unknown: up to
now, all the efforts by specialists to find the butterfly
specimen which Linnaeus kept in sight when he
described the taxon hermione were unsuccessful. This
description was based on a specimen in the collection
of Queen Ulrika of Sweden, but such a specimen
does not exist in this collection today, a fact noted
by Aurivillius (1882). Unfortunately, C.A. Clerck
(1759, 1764) who painted, under Linné’s eyes some
butterflies in Queen Ulrika’s collection for posterity
did not paint any original specimen of Pap. hermione.
As a point of note - there exist two published volumes
of paintings and, besides these, an unbound and
unpublished collection of Clerk’s paintings are housed
in the collections of the “Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences” in Stockholm. After the death of Queen
Ulrika in 1741, the state of her collection deteriorated
dramatically until it was bequeathed by King Gustav
to the Uppsala University in 1803. On its arrival in
1804, it was catalogued by Carl Peter Thunberg
(1743-1828) who was considered to be one of Linné’s
‘Apostles’ (highly thought of students) because he
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Fig. 3. The series of Papilio hermione in C.P. Thunberg’s
collection at the Uppsala University Museum of Evolution,
Zoology section (UUZM), Sweden. All identifiable as
Hipparchia fagi Scopoli, 1763. Photograph John Tennent,
4.06.2016.
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worked directly under Linnaeus until his death in
1778. Thus, Thunberg would have been familiar with
Linné’s hermione and he did not register any individual
of hermione in Queen Ulrika’s collection in 1804.
Even possible specimens labelled hermione in the
personal collection of Linné in Uppsala wouldn’t
have escaped Thunberg’s attention before Linné’s
widow and daughter sold it to J.E. Smith in London in
1784. Thunberg’s personal collection is still housed
in Uppsala and contains 4 individuals captioned
“Hermione” whose appearance corresponds with
the very small race of fagi occurring once in the
Schwanheim forest near Frankfurt a. M. (named
“Eumenis fagi ssp. sigurdrifa” by Fruhstorfer, 1908)
which was often confused with the Rock Grayling =
H. alcyone ([Denis & Schiffermüller], 1775). More
details see submission in preparation by Peter Russell
with Richard Vane-Wright to the commission to
conserve nomenclatural stability.
The chaos around Linne’s Papilio hermione was
for the first time put in order by Schiffermüller
(D. & S., 1775): In his listings of species of 1764
(Museum Ulricae) and 1767 (Systema naturae), Linné
characterized his Papilio hermione in such a broad way
that his description is applicable to several species. If
one takes as a measure Linné’s quotations referring to
the figures of contemporary authors, then he mixed 4
species under the same umbrella – a not uncommon
phenomenon occurring in the Linnaean descriptions.
The fact that the name of hermione was used during
more than 200 years primarily to designate the Tree
Grayling is based on Linné’s quotations in “Systema
naturae” from 1767, the first name mentioned there
referring to Scopoli’s “Entomologia carniolica”
from 1763 with a clearly recognizable figure of the
actual species fagi from Carniola, consisting mainly
of Slovenia, and the last-mentioned name on the figure
of the actual species alcyone from Germany in the 3rd
part of the “Monthly published insect amusements”
by Rösel von Rosenhof (1755). For the systematics
of Graylings of the following 200 years however,
Schiffermüller’s
decision
was
particularly
significant to refer the name of hermione only to the
larger sized species in Carniola. As Linné (1764) had
linked Pap. hermione with the actual species circe in
1764, Schiffermüller added the older synonym of
“P. Fagi Scop.” to his Pap. hermione to define it more
precisely (see fig. 8). Furthermore, Schiffermüller
introduced the name of alcyone to design the
Rock Grayling still occurring around Vienna,
because Rösel’s presentation of the German Rock
Grayling took place at the time before the binominal
nomenclature was brought into being. The reason
why Schiffermüller gave preference to the younger
name “hermione Linné, 1764 and 1767” over the older
name “fagi Scopoli, 1763” could be interpreted as a
sign of respect towards Linné. Only Fruhstorfer
(1908, 1910) considered the older publication date of
Scopoli’s fagi as more significant than the cult around
Linné’s personality. By naming the Tree Grayling as
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Fig. 4. Scopoli’s figure of Pap. fagi from Carniola in 1763. Fig. 5. Linnaeus’ descriptions of P. hermione in 1764 (5a) and
1767 (5b).
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Fig. 6. The two figures 5 and 6 of Rösel von Rosenhof’s “Dark brown, yellow ocher forest butterfly with two black
ocelli on the forewings” dating 1755 represent the species subsequently known as Hipparchia alcyone (D. & S., 1775).
Linné (1767) as well as Schiffermüller (D. & S., 1775) referred to this coloured copper engraving of remarkable quality.
Fig. 7. Hübner’s two figures 125 and 126 of Papilio Alcyone on plate 27 dating from 1800. Hübner indicated “Austria”
as the home (TL) of Pap. Alcyone. Therefore, it is obvious to believe that Hübner’s original specimens were caught in the
surroundings of Vienna, the only Austrian region being inhabited with alcyone. These historic engravings show some very
typical characters of alcyone: The apex of forewings is of pointed shape, the forewing band is often deeply indented and
mostly ornated with two ocelli, the interior contour of the hindwing is of omega shape (see Hübner’s fig 126) and sometimes
angulated in the middle section (see Rösel’s fig. 5).

“Eumenis fagi Scopoli, 1763”, he asserted gradually
the priority of the name fagi, thus placing the name
of hermione as a junior synonym of fagi, a feature
completely ignored by Kudrna in his “Revision”.
Extreme variability and the fact that 5 of 6
countries are populated by only one of the two
smaller species prevent H. genava to be recognized
as a third Grayling species: Schiffermüller’s view
(D. & S., 1775) should have determined widely in
Europe the still prevailing idea of a large and of a small
sized Grayling species. The generally huge range of
variation of the wing pattern but also of the genital
armatures of all the three Grayling species could have
tipped the scales that the third species H. genava

escaped during decennials the attention of specialists
being unable to find watertight distinctive marks
characterizing this third Grayling species (wherein I
was fortunately successful with my extensive rearing
program). Instead, one managed by attributing H.
genava once to the larger sized species hermione
(within the meaning of fagi) and, another time, to
the smaller alcyone depending on one’s subjective
perception. The fact that the subsequently quoted
countries are inhabited by two Grayling species with
always one of the two smaller species only, could
also have consolidated the idea in these countries
that they are populated by only a large Grayling
species and a Grayling species of smaller size. This
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Fig. 8. Pap. Alcyone and Pap. Hermione L. in the Vienna directory (D. & S., 1775), the second name being completed with
the synonym “P. Fagi Scop.”

is the situation prevailing in Italy and Switzerland
being inhabited with only fagi and genava but also
in Germany, Austria and Spain where only fagi and
alcyone occur. As it was correctly recognized first by
Leraut (1990), France is the only European country
where we find significant populations of all the three
species: fagi, genava and alcyone. What about Italy,
one single record of alcyone from 1973 is known
to me. I detected the 4 proofs labelled Celle Ligure
(Savona, Liguria) in the Broszkus collection housed
in the “Pfalzmuseum für Naturkunde Bad Dürkheim”
(Germany) (see 2nd part). Confirmation of this
discovery in the field is still outstanding.
Kudrna’s difficulties with Fruhstorfer’s
type material of H. genava in London: Kudrna
would have preferred to preparate himself the two
genital armatures of the two males of the syntype
series of genava in the Fruhstorfer collection at
the BMNH, but the museum prevented him from
doing this. Because of missing genital preparations at
the time of printing his “Revision”, Kudrna finally
decided in a subjective way to attribute genava to
his hermione. Only later, the preparation of the male
genital armatures of the forementioned type series
of genava was carried out by Phil Ackery, at that
time being conservator of the lepidoptera collection
at the BMNH. From Kudrna’s (2001) treatise “On
the identity, status and type material of Eumenis fagi
genava Fruhstorfer, 1907” (recte: 1908), it arises
that he identified one of the two genital preparations
as belonging to H. fagi fagi (Tree Grayling) and the
other to his H. hermione hermione (Rock Grayling).
In Kudrna’s “Distribution atlas” of 2015, we read
that one of the genital armatures he had determined
in 2001 as fagi fagi and considered as lectotype of
Eumenis fagi genava did not at all belong to one of
the two males of the syntype series of genava in the
Fruhstorfer collection. Although Kudrna disposed
of only one single (!) usable genital preparation and
despite of his ignorance about the characteristic
features of genava, he concluded that he had correctly
attributed the prepared genital armature to his
hermione.
A rail trip to London for purpose of inspecting
the type series of genava in the Fruhstorfer
collection: On 15.11.2015, I went to London to
examine with my own eyes the syntype series of H.
genava. On 16.11.2015, Peter Russell received me in
front of the BMNH where we both were received by
Blanca Huertas, successor of the former conservator
Phil Ackery, with responsibility on the butterfly
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section of the BMNH. Fruhstorfer’s syntype series
consisted from 2 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ of H. genava from the
Valais, all individuals dating 1905. Wing shape and
pattern of both males were of a very typical, average
appearance of genava. The abdomen of one specimen
had been separated for preparation by Phil Ackery.
The females also, being less easily distinguishable in
general than males of genava, represented perfectly
the third Grayling species. In fact, the only available
genital preparation of one of the two males had
a genital armature resembling somewhat that of
alcyone (Kudrna’s hermione in the narrow sense) but
with appearance laying inside the range of variation
of male genitalia of genava. The approximately 60
examined preparations of male and female genitalia of
different Grayling species mainly from the collection
of the Zoological Museum Amsterdam I had brought
to Guido Volpe years ago for preparation and
photography visualized in an impressive way that even
genitalia underly wide discrepancies, overlapping
effects and malformations. Lafranchis et al. (2015)
confirmed this fact. Therefore, the determination
of Graylings demands always the examination of
characters of shape and pattern of wings. Kudrna
was apparently incapable of doing this. Therefore, his
diagnosis has to be considered as being without any
solid basis and is recommended to be rejected.
Larger series of faultless separated specimens of
H. alcyone und genava in London and Strasbourg:
In reviewing the inventories of Graylings in the
collections of the aforementioned museums, I met
there by the majority a more or less orderly mess
with numerous confusions except for two cases. In
company with Peter Russell, I controlled also the
stocks of the Rock Grayling in the general collection
of the BMNH on 15.11.2015, housed in an insect
box with double glazing allowing to see easily the
preparations from both sides. This box comprised
two neatly separated series of Grayling individuals
consisting of approx. 30-50 faultless determined
individuals of H. alcyone and H. genava each. On
28.11.2009, I visited the “Musée zoologique de la ville
de Strasbourg” where I was supervised by Christophe
Brua. Here, I came across the collection of Gilbert
Varin, author of the treatise “Les sous-espèces
françaises d’Hipparchia fagi Sc., alcyone D. & S. et
neomiris God.”, fortunately being left in the original
state. Varin’s collection comprised larger series of H.
alcyone (for instance his ssp. sogdiana faronica from
SE France) and of H. genava. Even Varin separated
in a perfect way all his individuals of the two species

Fig. 9. One of the two males from both sides of Hipparchia genava of the syntype series in the Fruhstorfer collection at
the BMNH with labels and genital armature prepared by Phil Ackery. Photographs John Tennent, 25.03.2015

in collection. He was only missing sound foundations
enabling him to recognize in his local forms the two
species alcyone and genava.
Need for determination a neotype series for
Hipparchia alcyone ([Denis & Schiffermüller],
1775): in his treatise “On the ‘Wiener Verzeichnis’,
its authorship and the butterflies named therein”,
Kudrna (2005, p. 14) commented his “Papilio
alcyone [Schiffermüller], 1775” as follows: This
name is considered available; it is invalid as it is a
junior subjective synonym of “Papilio hermione
Linnaeus, 1764”. This was Kudrna’s way to express
that priority has to be attached to his personally
favorite name hermione (L., 1764) over the more
recent name alcyone (D. & S., 1775). However, he
was silent about the fact that the name hermione to
designate the Rock Grayling was unjustified because
his lectotype specimen in the Linnaean collection
cannot be allocated to the collection of Queen Ulrika
as, up to now, a hermione specimen was not in the
collection when it arrived at Uppsala. This lectotype
specimen came to light only when it was mentioned
for the first time in “Revision of the Linnean Types
of Palaearctic Rhopalocera” by Verity (1913) who
detected it in the Linnaean collection approximately
125 years after it was sold to J.E. Smith in London.
Interestingly, Linné’s former student Thunberg
deposited hermione in his personal collection with four
specimens of H. fagi (see fig. 3). Higgins and Riley
(1978) as well as Peter Russell queried Kudrna’s
arbitrary link of his lectotype specimen labelled
hermione to this reference. In my view, the right to
exist of the name hermione (L. 1764) is standing on
very insecure foundations and does not at all stand
up to actual scientific requirements. Therefore, some
authors of prominent publications consequently
refused up to now the reuse of the name hermione. The
best will be to use furthermore the name alcyone (D.
& S., 1775) as it was specified by Hemming (1960)
to design the species I have identified in numerous
rearing experiments as Hipparchia alcyone (D. &
S., 1775), with the inclusion of Vienna and Lower
Austria as its type locality. H. alcyone is sufficiently
and unmistakably characterized by the historic figures

given by Rösel von Rosenhof (1755, vol. 3) (see
figs 6ab), what Schiffermüller (D. & S., 1775) is
referring to, but also by the figures published later by
Hübner (1800) (see figs 7ab) being based probably
on individuals with origin from the Vienna district. If
the application of engraved coppers should no more
be accepted, the determination of neotypes based on
specimens in collection with origin from the Vienna
region is recommended. By reason of the destruction
of the Schiffermüller collection in 1848, original
type material no longer exists since then. Collected
and prepared material of H. alcyone from Vienna
was traded in the past and should be available widely
spread in collections of museums, not only in Vienna
but certainly also in the collection of the BMNH. With
regard to future research projects with the Grayling
group, an undisputed and precisely defined type
locality still inhabited with nominal alcyone should
be the best.
Need for determination a type series for
Hipparchia genava (Fruhstorfer, 1908): What
about the syntype series of genava in the Fruhstorfer
collection at the BMNH, Kudrna wrote that he had
correctly attributed the second male of the type series
of genava in the Fruhstorfer collection (see fig
9ab) to his H. hermione Linnaeus, 1764, based on
its genital armature. Indeed, Kudrna was incorrect
with his assignment of Fruhstorfer’s genava to his
hermione (L., 1764) because the lectotype specimen
in the Linnaean collection represents, within the
personal meaning and that of Leraut (1990), the
species H. alcyone (D. & S., 1775) but not H. genava
(Fruhst., 1908). Further syntypes of genava collected
by Fruhstorfer would most probably be found also
in the collection of the “Musée d’Histoire naturelle
de Genève”, where I came across some preparations
of Erebia styx labelled Fruhstorfer more than 20
years ago. Hans Fruhstorfer was a German dealer
of insects and shells inhabiting a house in Geneva
from 1905 until his death in 1922 (see Jutzeler,
2006). With regard to future studies of the Grayling
group, a precisely defined type locality such as the
central Valais with Stalden at 2,5 km SSE of Visp (as
indicated by Fruhstorfer himself) or Ausserberg
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at 3,5 km NW of Visp respectively being still well
inhabited with genava would facilitate the best future
research projects in the field with the Grayling group.
Making available personal image material:
Because of the difficulties with Kudrna, it became
clear to me that the resistance by specialist circles to
resolve the Grayling problem could only be overcome
with great difficulty because specialists working for
institutes with dependence on public resources are
forced to use the species names with official validity.
Therefore, hardly anyone of them would incur the
risk to use alternative names. Where this situation
led is witnessed for instance in the “Distribution
Atlas of the Butterflies and Zygaenidae of Germany”
(Reinhardt et al. 2020). In a rule-consistent way,
the Rock Grayling is treated there under Kudrna’s
problematic name “hermione Linnaeus, 1764”
and “genava Fruhstorfer” mentioned as a subspecies of it with distribution from Switzerland to
Southern Italy, the author’s name Fruhstorfer being
completed with the wrong date 1907 instead of 1908,
a mistake copied, for lack of personal review, from
Kudrna’s faulty “Revision”. The fact that authors of
prestigious works are forced to assume the outdated
and faulty information in Kudrna’s “Revision” which
can hardly be eradicated is an unfortunate side effect.
The problem was discussed with Josef Settele, one
of the co-authors of above-mentioned book.
Finally, I realized that an important chance was
lost to dissolve once this imbroglio without providing
my evidence to the public. A whole ring binder filled
with 15-20 years old Kodachrome slides documenting
in a unique way many of the rearing experiments
on my balcony with the different Grayling series
(Hipparchia fagi, genava, alcyone, syriaca) stored
in my apartment. As all these photographs were not
accessible to anybody, I invested private funds in
the scanning, illustration and commenting them in
the bibliographies of the three European Grayling
species being uploaded on the Website of Tristan
Lafranchis’ book publishing business (Google:
Diatheo Lafranchis) under “La Vie des Papillons”.
These detailed and illustrated bibliographies enable
interested lepidopterists to retrieve immediately
detailed information and reproduced illustrations of
importance. Moreover, they helped me to limit the
present article to the main essentials.
Abstracts being based on the bibliographies with
Tristan Lafranchis (alc bib A/B, gen bib, fag bib)
Hipparchia alcyone (D. & S. 1775) (alc bib A, p.
1-28 and B, p. 1-15): This species occurs in isolated
populations from Russia to Spain within two disjunct
areas (Kudrna et al. 2015, see alc bib A, p. 21). It is
characterized by an enormous local but also individual
variation becoming especially noticeable in the
Pyrenees and on the Iberian Peninsula. Caterpillars of
H. alcyone representing a central European type with
regard to their colour have been examined in rearing
experiments with material from Senftenberg (Lusatia,
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southern Brandenburg, alc bib B, p. 2), Druskininkai
(Lithuania, alc bib B, p. 1), Vernet-les-Bains (Eastern
Pyrenees, alc bib A, p. 17) as well as from the outskirts
of Vienna (Vienna and Lower Austria, alc bib A, p. 9).
The reared caterpillars from central Spain (alc bib B,
p. 7) and Andalusia (alc bib A, p.13) were of a dark
colour with much contrast. On the other hand, the
caterpillars from the French central Pyrenees (alc bib
A, p. 11) had an extremely contrasting pattern with
black and white lines, never observed in any other
rearing series. All the caterpillars with some colour
contrasts in the 5th instar had marked subdorsal lines,
a characteristic emphasized on the caterpillar of H.
alcyone figured by Eckstein (1913-1923). Several
rearing series of H. alcyone produced final instar
larvae, in which the head stripes were variable,
sometimes completely coalesced on the head capsule
(see alc bib A, p. 14, 19 & alc bib B, p. 4).
The common characters of all the populations of
alcyone are features of male genital armatures; in
general: high number of Jullien rods set on broad
platelets, under edge of valves strongly bent (see
alc bib A, p. 1, 5 and 2nd part, pl. 4-9), caterpillars
of stocky shape with rather short and close cremaster
tips (see alc bib A, p. 10, 15, 18, 19 and alc bib B,
p. 1, 4, 5, 7, 8) as well as similarities in some wing
characters (see 2nd part). From the references of
Boisduval (1832-34) and Duponchel (1832-35)
(alc bib A, p. 1, 2), it appears that the presence of this
species in the surroundings of Marseille was known
since the 1830’s (see also the distribution maps
created by T. Lafranchis in “La Vie des Papillons”
and on his Website – Google: Diatheo Lafranchis). In
south-eastern France, H. alcyone occurs in isolated
populations in the zone of pre-alpine hills near the
Mediterranean, being replaced by H. genava in higher
altitudes. Probably because of the absence of H. genava
from the whole Pyrenean chain, H. alcyone occupies
there habitats at elevated altitudes, namely in the
wetter central Pyrenees as ssp. pyrenaea Oberthür,
1896, a local form being distinctly different from the
geographically separated nominate form of alcyone
occurring in the dryer eastern Pyrenees.
Tom Nygaard Kristensen made available
photographic material of H. alcyone from the
Serranía de Cuenca (Castile) (alc bib B, p. 6) and
from the Andalusian mountains (alc bib B, p. 8-11)
and Helmut Höttinger of H. alcyone and its habitat
in the Steinfeld region near Wiener Neustadt (Lower
Austria) (alc bib B, p. 13-15) showing perfectly the
large local and individual variability of the underside
wing pattern. Therefore, this species is by no means
defined by only one single lectotype specimen as
Kudrna (1977) thought.
http://diatheo.weebly.com/hipparchia-alcyone.html
http://diatheo.weebly.com/uploads/2/8/2/3/28235851/
hipparchia_alcyone__bib.pdf
http://diatheo.weebly.com/uploads/2/8/2/3/28235851/
hipparchia_alcyone_complement.pdf
Hipparchia genava Fruhstorfer, 1908 (gen
bib, p. 1-34): this species populates hilly and

mountain areas in Italy, in the eastern part of France
and in the West of Switzerland (see the modified
distribution map under Kudrna et al. 2015, gen bib,
p. 12). H. genava does not occur in pronounced local
forms as does H. alcyone, but its individual variation
is nevertheless large in particular on the underside
of wings (see the different photographs exposed in
gen bib p. 1, 7, 13, 14, 15 and the series of collected
material from the Valais in coll. H. Biermann, gen bib
p. 25-30). Caterpillars were examined originating from
many rearing series: Calabria, Campania, Tuscany,
southern Piedmont, south-eastern France, the Central
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massif, the Valais as well as from the Jurassic region
near Bâle. They all showed a uniformity of colour
varying in a similar way and without showing local
characters (see gen bib p. 4). In comparison with H.
alcyone, caterpillars of H. genava were of slender
shape, with their cremaster tips being well separated
and a head capsule with never coalescent stripes.
Using the character of well separated cremaster tips,
the caterpillar of the Rock Grayling, figured by Bink
(1992) (gen bib, p. 1) under Hipparchia hermione
(L.) with origin from Southern France, could thus be
identified as belonging to H. genava.
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Figs. 10-17. Hipparchia alcyone (D. & S., 1775) in the Steinfeld region (Lower Austria) by Helmut Höttinger. 10. On
17.07.2011 (figs. 10-16) as well as on 11/12.08.2011 (fig. 17), Helmut Höttinger visited the Military training area near
Grossmittel in the Steinfeld region (Lower Austria) being situated near Wiener Neustadt or about 25 km south of Vienna
City respectively, with intent to document H. alcyone inhabiting there the districts of light Black pine forest (in particular
the waysides and trenches) comprising their marginal sectors avoiding however the open dry meadows as well as the ruderal
sites (alc bib B, p. 13-15). The visited sites are a part of the “Domain Natura-2000 Steinfeld” whose access demands
an exceptional administrative authorization. 11-17. The male and female individuals of the Viennese Rock Grayling
photographed in the Military area near Grossmittel show in an impressive way the wide range of variation of their underside
design. Photographs Helmut Höttinger
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Figs. 18-20. Hipparchia alcyone, Serranía de Cuenca (Cuenca). 18. Male, 1.08.2016. 19. Female, 31.07.2016. 20. Habitat,
1.08.2016. Photographs Tom Nygaard Kristensen
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Figs. 21-24. Hipparchia alcyone, Sierra de Baza (Granada). 21. Male perching on a pine cone, 5.08.2016. 22. Another male (?).
23. A female perching almost invisibly on a rock, 7.08.2016. 24. Habitat, 5.08.2016. Photographs Tom Nygaard Kristensen
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Figs. 25-29. Hipparchia alcyone, Sierra de Sagra (Granada). 25. Male on stony ground, 13.07.2014. 26. Female on a piece of
bark, 12.07.2014. 27. Further female (?), 12.07.2014. 28, 29. Summit zone of Sierra de Sagra covered with a light pine forest
on the lower slopes, 12.07.2014. Photographs Tom Nygaard Kristensen

In his “Revision” of 1977, Kudrna figured under
H. hermione (L. 1764) a genital armature of a male
from Digne and a Jullien organ from Aspromonte,
both being characteristic of H. genava, to say the
inferior edge of valves being less bent than in alcyone
and the Jullien organ with intermediate number of
rods set on a some convergent platelet. Apparently,
Kudrna was not aware of the fact, that preparations
of his figures 86 and 87 belonged to a species other
than that of the lectotype specimen in the Linnaean
collection in London labelled hermione (see Kudrna
1977, gen bib, p. 11). In the older literature, there are
some figures of imagines of H. genava in Verity’s 5th
volume (Satyridae) of “Le Farfalle Diurne d’Italia”
(1953, plate 73, figs 12-37) being treated there under
“aelia Hoffmansegg, 1804”, name validated by
Hemming in 1943 instead of alcyone and rejected
again by the same author in 1960. Verity didn’t
confuse those specimens with the similar species H.
fagi, contrary the study published by Sbordoni et al.
(2018), a reference being supplemented with a critical
review (see alc bib A, p. 26 and gen bib, p. 14). In the
taxonomic literature comprising Kudrna’s “Revision”
and Tolman and Lewington (1997), all the figured
Grayling species represent the species H. alcyone and
H. fagi whereas H. genava is completely lacking. Due
to the lack of a trustworthy illustration, unfortunately,
Tshikolovets (2011) illustrated Hipparchia genava
(Fruhstorfer, 1907 instead of 1908) by figuring

3 specimens originating from Marseille, which are
clearly H. alcyone.
Stimulated by a discussion recorded by Culot
(1905) with members of the Lepidopterological
Society of Geneva concerning the existence of an
intermediate Grayling form in the Valais, Fruhstorfer
(1908, 1910) initiated a research program with John
Jullien published in “Entomologische Zeitschrift,
Frankfurt a. M.” The Valais Rock Grayling was
recognized there for the first time as a local form
named by Fruhstorfer (1910) Eumenis alcyone
genava. Fruhstorfer’s diagnosis expresses only
that this form was considered by him as being more
closely related to H. alcyone from the Vienna region
with regard to its Jullien organ with a higher number
of sticks than to H. fagi with no more than 3-4 sticks
set on a narrow shaped Jullien organ. In collections
and older publications, individuals of the appearing of
H. genava are quoted partly under “hermione” (within
the meaning to represent fagi) and partly under H.
alcyone (within the meaning to represent the smaller
Grayling species).
Mario Raviglione made available some
photographs of H. genava and its habitat on the Mont
Salève, considered as Geneva’s own mountain. This
site could be the place which Fruhstorfer (1908,
1910) meant by “Geneva” in his survey. Furthermore,
some photographs are presented resulting from an
excursion on the top of mount Holzfluh (734 m)
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near Balsthal (Solothurn Jura, CH) carried out on
27.07.2020 with Stephan Bosshard. A further series
of photographs was taken above Ausserberg (Valais,
CH) during trips by Stephan Bosshard as well as on a
joint trip with David Jutzeler on 17.07.2021.
http://diatheo.weebly.com/hipparchia-genava.html
http://diatheo.weebly.com/uploads/2/8/2/3/28235851/
hipparchia_genava_730_bc_2020_10_07_ok.pdf
Hipparchia fagi (Scopoli, 1763) (fag bib, p. 1-18):
it was shown by an extensive rearing programme that
the two species, Hipparchia fagi and H. genava, have
clearly distinct caterpillars whereas their imagines tend
to have common characters of wings with tendency
of similar variations. In practice, the separation of
these two species often causes much more problems,
particularly in Italy and France, than the separation
of H. alcyone from H. genava which can approach
or even overlap each other on very limited points in
southern France only. The study about the distinction
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of H. fagi and H. genava in Campania (Volpe and
Jutzeler, 2001, see fag bib, p. 11) has shown that H.
fagi is a species with a centre of distribution at lower
altitudes and H. genava at medium altitudes and that
the two species commonly occur in the Apennines
within a large overlapping altitudinal zone. A
comparable situation exists also in France, easily seen
from a comparison of their distribution maps on the
Website of “La Vie des Papillons” (Google: Diatheo
Lafranchis) as well as on page 726 of this book
(Lafranchis et al. 2015). The caterpillars of H. fagi
observed from several rearing series from Campania
and the Monti Aurunci (above Formia, Latium) tended
to be darker in colour compared with reared material
from several sites in France (for instance Bollenberg,
Haut-Rhin) or also from Kalavrita (surroundings of
Egio, Peloponnesus).The large variation of both sexes
of H. fagi was demonstrated by Verity (1953, plate
72, figs. 32-41 and plate 73, figs. 1-11, see fag bib, p.
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Figs. 30-31. Hipparchia genava localities on the Mont Salève (see gen bib, p. 19-22). 30, 31. Rocky escarpment in the northwest of the Mont Salève with view on the outskirts of Geneva (31) and the adjacent plain (30), 24.07.2018. The occurrence
of Hipparchia genava on Geneva’s local mountain should have been eponymous since Fruhstorfer (1908) commented his
first description of “Eumenis fagi genava nov. subspec.” in the Leipzig “Entomologisches Wochenblatt” as follows: “Patria:
Valais, type from Stalden (near Visp); abundant also below Visperterminen and near Martigny. Males from Geneva appear
likewise to belong to it”. Photographs Mario Raviglione
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Figs. 32-34. Hipparchia genava on the Mont Salève. 32. Typical male with roundish wing shape, 24.07.2018. 33. Courtship of
H. genava observed on 8.08.2019, the female perching with opened wings. 34. Female of H. genava, underside, 24.07.2018.
Photographs Mario Raviglione
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Figs. 35-36. Hipparchia genava, Ausserberg area. 35. View from Alp Leiggern (1628 m) above Ausserberg in south-eastern
direction towards the zone of light pine forest and the village of Visp at the bottom of the central Valais, 21.07.2010.
36. Another courtship near Zeneggen situated about 6 km SSW from Ausserberg, 13.08.2011. The female with opened wings
resembles strongly a female of the Tree Grayling Hipparchia fagi, a species appearing to be extremely rare in the Valais with
probable records on photographs taken in the region North of the Simplon summit. Above Ausserberg however, H. genava
seems to be the only Grayling species being still rather abundant in the zones of pine forest up to the overlying zone of larch
trees. Photographs Stephan Bosshard
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Figs. 37-39. Hipparchia genava, Ausserberg area. 37. Male of H. genava on Alp Leiggern (Ausserberg), 1628 m. 38. Another
male of H. genava with additional black ocelli on the hindwing, Alp Leiggern, 1349 m. 39. H. genava female near Zeneggen,
27.07.2007. Photographs Stephan Bosshard
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Figs. 40-41. Hipparchia genava, Holzfluh near Balsthal (see gen bib p. 22-25). 40. When I prepared the bibliography on
Hipparchia genava for the Website of the book “La Vie des Papillons” (Google: Diatheo Lafranchis), I desired to visit once a
marginal site of Hipparchia genava. On 27.07.2020, the local specialist Hans Wittmer was willing to lead Stephan Bosshard
and myself to the top of the Holzfluh, a limestone hill towering over the village of Balsthal (ctn. Solothurn), belonging to the
most northeastern sites of H. genava in the Swiss Jura. Wittmer regularly recorded H. genava on the Holzfluh from 1977 –
2011, between the foot at 505 m and the top at 734 m. At the occasion of this visit, the only specimens of H. genava were seen
on the very small summit area (climatic warming?) where some individuals of both sexes circulated during a long time around
the red bench seat. 41. Female perching on the bench seat on the top of this hill, 27.07.2020. Photographs Stephan Bosshard
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Figs. 42-44. Hipparchia genava, Holzfluh near Balsthal. 42. Male on the red bench seat. 43. Top of the Holzfluh with two
bench seats and a fireplace (at right) for federal holiday being surrounded by thermophilus bushes anchoring in limestone
gaps. 44. Another male of H. genava sitting on the limestone cuboids under the red bench seat. At this very limited place, we
noted also the presence of further interesting hilltopping species such as Iphiclides podalirius (several specimens), Satyrium
spini and Apatura sp. Photographs Stephan Bosshard

10). It can also be observed by the photographs shown
in the bibliography with T. Lafranchis of males from
the Alsace and the Swiss Jurassic chain (fag bib, p. 8)
and of reared adults from Kalavrita in the north of the
Peloponnesus (fag bib, p. 14, 15).
Common features of all the populations of H. fagi
are found on the male genital armatures (i.e. some larger
than those of H. genava, Jullien’s organ with 3-4 rods
at most, set on a pointed, narrow plate, inferior edge
of valves slightly angulated), on several characters of
wings (see 2nd part), but also the caterpillar cannot be
mistaken neither with that of H. genava nor with that
of H. alcyone. Throughout the literature, adults of both
sexes of H. fagi are in general described and illustrated
inadequately to be distinguished with certainty from
individuals of H. genava. As a consequence of this
situation, confusions between H. fagi and H. genava
are to be found everywhere in the literature, in
collections and on the Internet.
http://diatheo.weebly.com/hipparchia-fagi.html
http://diatheo.weebly.com/uploads/2/8/2/3/28235851/
hipparchia_fagi__bib.pdf
Grayling problem solved? I consider the
problem of the European Graylings existing already
for 125 years (Culot, 1905) as definitely solved in a
satisfying way with regard to the practical systematics
for field work, comprising a European Grayling
group with the 3 species: Hipparchia alcyone
([Denis & Schiffermüller], 1775), Hipparchia
genava (Fruhstorfer, 1908) and Hipparchia fagi
(Scopoli, 1763) within the meaning of Leraut
(1990). For 15 years, Leraut’s model is in common
use in Switzerland as well as in France and by the
German Webside “Lepiforum”. The crazy situation
with Kudrna’s “Revision” is no longer reasonable
neither for amateurs in the field nor for specialists.
When I visited in the 1990 years Kudrna’s “Rhöner
Symposium” in Oberelsbach (Bavaria), his vision was
the unification of the lepidopterological nomenclature
in the different European countries. The present article
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in collaboration with Peter Russell is a contribution
to approach this target also with the Grayling group.
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